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The Philosophers’ Menu

Presuppositions.
Kantelope
Assorted carrots
Pareto soup
Hart-boyled eggs with a rasher of bacon

Major Premises
Jugged hare, with milled popper
Skinnered peacocke, with nashed paratos
Plato’s Day—
Humeburger, with gibbard gravy
Frankfurts and sauer kraut
Bass van frogs
Nagels and lockes
Frege legs with russell sprouts
Roast pigou, thoreaully dunn
Fried (on nozick teflon) scanlons and lukes

Just Deserts
Julianned annanas
Parfiteroles
Ice cream cohen—jerry, joshua, or jonathan
Candied geaches and pears
Strawsonberry short cake

Liquiddities
Mineral walter
Perrier
Wittgenstein of beer
McGinn and tonic
Copp of tea
Brandly
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